Have your say on our global future

The United Nations is marking its 75th anniversary at a time of great challenge, including the worst global health crisis in its history. COVID-19 is a powerful reminder that only with international cooperation across borders, sectors and generations we can mitigate global risk.

Together First believes now more than ever, that 2020 can be the year in which the world stands in solidarity to build back better. During this period of uncertainty it is important that we the peoples double down on our efforts to make our voices heard. Below are some ways you can do just that!

**Take the UN survey**

- Your responses to this 1 minute survey will directly inform global priorities and the work of the UN moving forward.
- Take part here: [https://un75.online/](https://un75.online/)

**Together First’s Campaigning Toolkit**

- We have created a campaigning toolkit on Trello to help you engage with the UN75 process and campaign on the issues that matter to you.
- The trello board primarily contains materials around the 10 reforms we have proposed in our report “Stepping stones for a better future” - our recommendations to world leaders for building back better in the wake of COVID-19.
- On the board you’ll find lists “The 10 ideas” and “Template social media posts” that contain shareable pictures and social media drafts. To generate the momentum these ideas need in the lead up to UN75 we hope that you can use these drafts to promote our 10 reforms to your networks.
- The Trello board also includes general information about Together First, campaign updates and our reporters. We will keep updating the board with new materials and information in due course.
Together First’s UN75 Dialogue Toolkits

- Throughout the United Nations 75th anniversary year, the UN is encouraging people to put their heads together to define how greater international cooperation can help realise a better world by 2045, the UN’s 100th birthday.
- Anyone, anywhere can join the conversation. Online and offline, through formal and informal dialogues. Together, you can share your hopes and fears, assess current and future risks and opportunities, and source solutions for global cooperation.
- The outcomes of these dialogues will be recorded and fed into the office of the UN Secretary-General as well as circulated to member states.
- To find out more information on how to hold online and in-person dialogues make sure you check out our toolkits.

Please email info@together1st.org if you have any questions regarding our campaigning toolkit or if you are interested in hosting a UN75 dialogues.